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We report direct observations of photon-mediated spin-exchange interactions in an atomic en-
semble. Interactions extending over a distance of 500 microns are generated within a cloud of
cold rubidium atoms coupled to a single mode of light in an optical resonator. We characterize
the system via quench dynamics and imaging of the local magnetization, verifying the coherence
of the interactions and demonstrating optical control of their strength and sign. Furthermore, by
initializing the spin-1 system in the mf = 0 Zeeman state, we observe correlated pair creation in
the mf = ±1 states, a process analogous to spontaneous parametric down-conversion and to spin
mixing in Bose-Einstein condensates. Our work opens new opportunities in quantum simulation
with long-range interactions and in entanglement-enhanced metrology.

The hallmark of quantum information is its capacity
to be non-local, encoded in correlations among entangled
particles. By contrast, the interactions between particles
are necessarily local, restricting the quantum states that
arise in nature. Nevertheless, non-local interactions ap-
pear in a wide range of conceptual models, from holo-
graphic models of quantum gravity [1] to spin models
encoding hard optimization problems [2, 3] that are inti-
mately connected to the physics of spin glasses [4, 5].

Effectively non-local models can be generated in the
laboratory by coupling atoms or solid-state qubits to
optical or microwave resonators, where photons medi-
ate long-range interactions [6–15]. In atomic ensembles,
interfacing photons with collective motional degrees of
freedom has led to remarkable self-organization phenom-
ena [11–16] including supersolidity [13], while photon-
mediated spin interactions [17–19] have been harnessed
to prepare squeezed states [8, 9] for quantum metrology.

Past experiments realizing cavity-mediated spin inter-
actions have focused on manipulating and probing collec-
tive degrees of freedom [8–10, 14–16]. For example, for
atoms initialized in a spin-polarized state and uniformly
coupled to a single cavity mode, the subsequent dynamics
can be completely characterized by inferring moments of
the total magnetization from measurements of the outgo-
ing light. In principle, photon-mediated interactions can
also access richer many-body physics [4, 5, 20–22], includ-
ing topological phases of matter [23, 24] and dynamical
gauge fields [25, 26]. However, fully benefiting from the
non-local character of the interactions requires combin-
ing strong atom-light coupling with local addressing and
imaging of spin dynamics.

Of particular interest for prospective applications in
quantum simulation [20, 21, 23] are light-induced spin-
exchange interactions. Several theoretical proposals envi-
sion tuning the strength, sign, or spatial structure of spin-
exchange couplings via optical drive fields [20, 21, 23].
While spin-exchange interactions mediated by the vac-
uum field in a cavity [10, 27, 28] have recently been de-
tected [10], achieving optical control over similar interac-
tions requires a two-photon coupling between spin states,

e.g., hyperfine or Zeeman states. The latter encoding
furthermore enables exploration of higher-spin models,
including long-range-interacting analogs of spinor Bose
condensates [29–35].

In this Letter, we report direct observations of photon-
mediated spin-exchange interactions in an ensemble of
spin-1 atoms. Spin excitations generated in one re-
gion of a spatially extended atomic cloud are observed
to hop coherently over a distance of hundreds of mi-
crons. We characterize the interactions via quench dy-
namics, demonstrating optical control of the interactions’
strength and sign. Furthermore, for a system initialized
in the mf = 0 Zeeman state, we observe light-mediated
spin mixing, evidenced by correlated population growth
in the mf = ±1 states. An analog of spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion, this pair creation process paves
the way to generating new many-atom entangled states.
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup and scheme for generating
spin-exchange interactions. (a) Driven cavity with atoms
(red), transverse magnetic field, and imaging lens. The drive
field is detuned by δ± from Raman resonances. (b) Pairwise
interactions are generated by one atom scattering a photon
from the driven cavity mode (purple) into the orthogonally
polarized cavity mode (blue), and a second atom rescattering
the photon. This mechanism can produce spin-exchange in-
teractions (i-ii) or spin mixing (iii). Red circles indicate spin
states m = −1 (empty), m = 0 (half-filled) and m = 1 (full).
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The scheme for generating spin-exchange interactions
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The building block is a Raman
process in which an atom changes its internal state by
absorbing a photon from a control field and emitting it
into a cavity mode. When the Raman coupling is reso-
nant, its dominant effect is to induce superradiant decay
[36]. For a control field detuned from Raman resonance,
however, virtual emission into the cavity can induce a
“flip-flop” process, wherein a second atom flips its spin
by absorbing the virtual photon and rescattering it into
the mode of the control field.

The flip-flop dynamics are described by an effective
Hamiltonian [37]

H = ~
∑
i,j

(
χ+
ijf

+
i f
−
j + χ−ijf

−
i f

+
j

)
, (1)

where fi denote the spins of individual atoms, each
pinned to a fixed location. The strengths of the spin-
exchange couplings χ±ij are controlled by the amplitude
of a drive field, as well as the spatial profile of the cavity
mode. The sign of the interactions is governed by the
detunings δ± from two Raman resonances, illustrated in
Fig. 1. Hence, the interactions can be ferromagnetic
or antiferromagnetic depending on the frequency of the
control field.

To understand the dynamics that we expect to observe,
we may view each spin-1 atom as a site that can hold up
to two spin excitations. The flip-flop process then corre-
sponds to hopping of a spin excitation between two sites
(Fig. 1b), mediated by converting the spin excitation into
an intracavity photon. Besides exchanging empty and
singly occupied (or singly and doubly occupied) sites at
arbitrary distances, this process can transform two singly
occupied sites into a doublon-hole pair. We will be able
to observe either of these processes—spin exchange or
pair creation—depending how we initialize the system.

We investigate the spin dynamics in a cloud of N ∼
105 rubidium-87 atoms trapped in a standing wave of
1560-nm light in a single-mode optical resonator. The
conduit for mediating interactions is a 780-nm cavity
mode at large detuning ∆ = −2π × 10 GHz from
the

∣∣5S1/2, f = 1
〉
→
∣∣5P3/2

〉
transitions. The coher-

ence of the atom-light coupling at cavity center, where
the mode has a 16-µm waist, is parameterized by the
single-atom cooperativity η ≡ 4g2/(κΓ) = 7.5. Here,
2g = 2π × 3.0(2) MHz is the vacuum Rabi frequency,
Γ = 2π × 6 MHz is the atomic excited-state linewidth,
and κ = 2π × 200(50) kHz is the cavity linewidth.

The scheme for inducing spin-exchange interactions
(Fig. 1b) can be implemented either by directly driv-
ing the atoms or by driving the cavity. We adopt the
latter approach. The atoms are initialized in the f = 1
hyperfine manifold, and we apply a uniform magnetic
field Bẑ transverse to the cavity axis (Fig. 1a) to pro-
duce a Zeeman splitting ωZ = µBB/2. Spins placed in
a superposition of Zeeman levels then undergo a Larmor

precession that couples to the cavity via the Faraday ef-
fect, introducing a modulated birefringence. For a cav-
ity driven with horizontal (Ĥ) polarization, the atoms
thus modulate the polarization of the intracavity field—
or, equivalently, scatter photons from the Ĥ-polarized
into the V̂-polarized cavity mode. These scattered pho-
tons mediate the interactions among the spins.

To generate coherent interactions, we drive the cav-
ity with a control field detuned from Raman resonance.
Letting ωN

c denote the cavity resonance frequency in the
presence of the atoms, tuning the drive field to a fre-
quency ωd = ωN

c + δc results in detunings δ± = δc ∓ ωZ

from the two Raman resonances shown in Fig. 1. While
driving on either resonance (δ± = 0) produces superra-
diant decay, with increasing detuning δ± > κ we expect
the decay to be suppressed relative to coherent interac-
tions induced by the back-action of the cavity field on
the atoms [37].
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FIG. 2. Cavity-mediated spin-exchange interactions.
(a) Driving the cavity induces spin excitations to hop from
the right side of the atomic cloud (A) to the left (e.g., B)
and back. The vector light shift Ω(x) (b, yellow) and atomic
density profile ρ(x) (b, blue) serve as input to a mean-field
model (c) of the spin dynamics. (d) Oscillations in excitation
density ρexc vs time along cuts A and B; lines are guides to
the eye.

To observe the photon-mediated interactions (Fig. 2),
we first initialize all atoms in |mf = −1〉 in a 4 G mag-
netic field. We apply a local Raman π/2 pulse to popu-
late a region of the cloud (A) with spin excitations. At
time t = 0, we switch on the cavity drive field at a de-
tuning δ− = 2π × 1.7 MHz. We observe the subsequent
evolution of the spins by state-sensitive imaging [37]. We
regard the system as one-dimensional, integrating over
the transverse dimensions of the atomic cloud and plot-
ting the local density of spin excitations ρexc = ρ(1+〈fz〉)
vs time, where 〈f〉 is the local spin polarization and ρ
is the local atomic density, normalized to peak density.
The data show a coherent oscillation of spin excitations
from the initially populated region (A) to elsewhere in
the cloud (B) and back (Fig. 2a, d).

A striking feature of the spin dynamics is their highly
non-local character. The spin excitations first hop to-
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wards the left edge of the cloud, rather than to regions
closer to the initially excited area (Fig. 2a). More gen-
erally, we observe a spatial gradient in the time-scale of
the spin dynamics, which we attribute to a gradient in
atom-light coupling: the coupling is strongest at the left
because the atoms are displaced from cavity center.

To verify our understanding of the atom-light interac-
tions, we have directly measured the ac Stark shift in-
duced by the intracavity light as a function of position
x along the cavity axis. Figure 2b shows the on-axis
vector light shift Ω(x) = [g2m=−1(x) − g2m=1(x)]/(2∆)
per circularly polarized intracavity photon. The light
shifts Ωi ≡ Ω(xi) determine the spin-exchange couplings
χ±ij = n̄ΩiΩjA(δ±)/κ, where n̄ is the average intracavity

photon number and A(δ) = δκ/(16[δ2 + (κ/2)2]) [37].
We use the measured light shift as input to a mean-

field model (Fig. 2c) with which we compare the observed
spin dynamics. By reproducing the spatial structure of
oscillations in the magnetization, the model corroborates
the graph of nonlocal interactions χ±ij . The model also
captures two dissipation mechanisms observed in the ex-
periment: cavity decay induces spin relaxation towards
mF = 1, while inhomogeneous broadening due to the
5 µm rms transverse cloud size causes additional damp-
ing [37].

The effects of cavity decay visible in Figure 2a can
theoretically be reduced by increasing the detuning δ±
from Raman resonance. An optimal detuning δopt ∼√
Nηκ is dictated by the collective cooperativity Nη =

4Ng2/(κΓ) ∼ 106, which quantifies two competing de-
cay channels: collective decay via the cavity at small δ±
and spontaneous emission at larger δ±, where a stronger
control field is required to maintain a fixed interac-
tion strength. Finite laser power currently limits us to
small detunings δ± � δopt, leaving room to improve the
interaction-to-decay ratio by a factor of 102 in future ex-
periments [37].

Both the overall strength of the interactions and their
sign are controlled by the drive laser. However, the hop-
ping dynamics of Fig. 2 do not reveal the sign of the
couplings χij . To more fully characterize the interac-
tions, we note that the spin-exchange Hamiltonian can
equivalently be rewritten as

H =
∑
i,j

χij

(
fxi f

x
j + fyi f

y
j

)
+
∑
i

hif
z
i , (2)

where we have set ~ = 1. Here χij = χ+
ij + χ−ij , and

hi = χ+
ii − χ−ii . By Eq. 2, each spin precesses about

an effective field in the xy-plane generated by all other
spins. The rate and direction of the spin precession then
reveal the magnitude and sign of χij .

To measure the couplings χij , we first prepare the non-

interacting system with a spin texture in the f̂x, f̂y-plane
(Fig. 3a.i). Using a pair of Raman pulses, we initial-
ize one portion of the cloud (centered about region A in
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FIG. 3. Optical control of spin-exchange interactions.
(a) Spins in regions A and B are initially oriented along f̂x
and f̂y, respectively. Light-induced interactions convert this
transverse polarization into a signal in 〈fz〉, shown for two
different drive frequencies. Color scale indicates 〈fz〉 (hue)
and density ρ (saturation). (b) Varying the drive frequency
changes the sign of interactions from antiferromagnetic (red)
to ferromagnetic (blue). Solid curve is a fit with amplitude
as the only free parameter. Right plot (ii) shows agreement
of interaction strength |〈χi〉| with theory across two orders of
magnitude. Inset shows spin relaxation rate 〈γi〉.

Fig. 3a) with spins polarized along f̂x and the remain-
der of the cloud (centered about region B) with spins

polarized along f̂y, where the axes f̂x,y are defined in
a rotating frame at the Larmor frequency. By Eq. 2,
cavity-mediated interactions should induce the f̂x- and
f̂y-polarized spins to precess about one another in a di-
rection that depends on the sign of χij (Fig. 3a.ii). This
precession converts the transverse spin texture into a sig-
nal in the longitudinal polarization 〈fz〉.

The magnetization dynamics allow us to measure both
the strength and sign of the flip-flop coupling as a func-
tion of drive frequency. For ideal unitary dynamics, the
initial rate of change dfzi /dt of each atom’s magnetization
would reveal its total coupling χi =

∑
j χij to all other

spins. By comparing the initial slopes 〈dfz/dt〉A,B in re-
gions A and B, and accounting for the calibrated spatial
dependence of the atom-light coupling Ω(x), we extract
both the mean spin relaxation rate 〈γi〉 and mean total
coupling 〈χi〉 within each region.

Figure 3b compares the measured flip-flop coupling
with theory. Consistent with our expectation, the sign
of the interaction changes as the drive frequency crosses
through each of the Raman resonances δc = ±ωZ , and at
the cavity resonance δc = 0, where χ+

ij = −χ−ij . This
change in sign is evident in a striking reversal of the
slopes of the magnetization vs time in regions A and B of
the cloud. The interaction strength per intracavity pho-
ton agrees with the independently calibrated atom-cavity
coupling and also follows the predicted dependence on de-
tuning over a wide dynamic range (Fig. 3b.ii). Lastly,
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the magnetization data confirm that the dissipation 〈γi〉
is highest on two-photon resonance (δc = ±ωZ).

Whereas the spin-exchange dynamics considered above
can be understood by regarding the spins as precessing
about a classical mean field 〈f〉, the quantum system can
exhibit dynamics even with zero average magnetization
〈f〉 = 0. To access dynamics driven by quantum fluctu-
ations, we initialize an ensemble of atoms in |mf = 0〉,
which the flip-flop interactions can convert into corre-
lated pairs of atoms in |mf = ±1〉 (Fig. 1b.iii). This
spin mixing process is analogous to an optical paramet-
ric oscillator, with the large population N0 of |mf = 0〉
atoms serving as a pump.

The spin mixing can thus be understood by viewing the
atomic populations in mf = ±1, 0 as excitations of three
bosonic modes a, b, c. In the limit of uniform coupling
χij ∼ χ, we can rewrite the spin operators in Eq. (1) in
terms of these modes:

Hmix = 2χc2a†b† + h.c.+Hq, (3)

where the first term is responsible for pair creation and
Hq = (2χc†c+ q+χ)(a†a+ b†b+ 1) includes a quadratic
Zeeman shift q/B2 = 2π × 144 Hz/G2 that can sup-
press pair creation. Instability to the production of pairs
occurs when the collective interaction strength 4N0χ is
larger in magnitude than the quadratic Zeeman shift
and has opposite sign [37], as observed in ferromagnetic
spinor condensates [31, 32, 35, 38, 39].

To enable cavity-mediated pair creation, we initialize
nearly all atoms in |mf = 0〉 in a weak magnetic field
B = 1.14 G and induce ferromagnetic interactions with
a red-detuned drive field. After driving the cavity at
Raman detuning δ− = −2π×600 kHz for a variable time
t ≤ 1.2 ms, we image the populations of the three Zeeman
states. Figure 4a shows representative images from 40
iterations of such an experiment, with t = 400 µs. We
observe a macroscopic population of the mf = ±1 “side
modes” (Fig. 4), with large shot-to-shot fluctuations that
are well correlated between the mf = ±1 states.

The rapid growth in total side mode population Ns at
fixed population difference Fz = a†a−b†b is qualitatively
consistent with the parametric amplification model Hmix.
In the experimentally relevant limit |χ| � q � N0 |χ|,
this model predicts an initial population growth

Ns(t) =

[
4N0χ

λ

]2
(Ns(0) + 1) (coshλt− 1)+Ns(0), (4)

where λ = 4
√
N0q|χ| and Ns(0) represents initial popu-

lation in the side modes, present in the experiment due
to imperfect state preparation. Fitting Eq. (4) to the
early-time population dynamics in the experiment (Fig.
4, solid blue) yields a time constant 1/λ = 160(20) µs for
the exponential growth, which is six times slower than ex-
pected for a system with uniform coupling equal to the
rms coupling

√
〈Ω2〉 in our system. The slower growth we
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FIG. 4. Cavity-mediated spin mixing in a cloud of N =
105 atoms. (a) Average side mode populationNs (blue circles)

and population difference Fz (red diamonds) vs
√
n〈Ω2〉t [37],

measured for interaction times 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.2 ms with typical
intracavity photon number n ≈ 3×103. Inset: images from 40
iterations of the experiment with t = 400 µs; colors indicate
fractional population in each state. (b) Fluctuations in side
mode population ∆Ns (blue circles) and population difference
∆Fz (red diamonds). Solid blue curves are obtained by fitting
Ns with the model in Eq. (4) and plotting the corresponding
prediction for ∆Ns with no free parameters. Dashed blue
line in (a) indicates saturation level Ns/N = 2/3 for the side
mode population. Dashed green line in (b) indicates detection
noise.

observe may be due to additional effects of inhomogene-
ity or residual population in hyperfine states not included
in the three-mode model.

The parametric amplification model predicts macro-
scopic fluctuations in side mode population, with ∆Ns ≈
Ns/
√

2 at early times. While the overall scale of the fluc-
tuations that we observe roughly matches this expecta-
tion (Fig. 4b), a more detailed analysis remains a subject
for future investigation. Of particular interest are the
fluctuations in population difference Fz, which for ideal
unitary pair creation should remain zero. The measured
fluctuations in Fz at short times are currently dominated
by percent-level technical noise in state preparation and
detection (Fig. 4b, dashed green line). Reducing this
technical noise—or harnessing interaction-based readout
[9, 38, 40]—will allow for probing entanglement between
the mf = ±1 modes [41], enabling applications in quan-
tum metrology [29].

Notably, light-mediated spin mixing will allow for gen-
erating spin nematic squeezing and twin Fock states sig-
nificantly faster than in past experiments harnessing con-
tact interactions [29–35]. The optically controlled inter-
actions further allow for probing ferromagnetic and an-
tiferromagnetic spinor phases in a single atomic species,
and for tuning the interaction range [23].

The combination of non-local spin interactions with lo-
cal addressing and imaging opens the door to controlling
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and probing the spatial structure of entanglement. Ap-
plications range from quantum-enhanced magnetic field
imaging to investigating fundamental limits on the prop-
agation of quantum correlations [42]. Quantum opti-
cal approaches to combinatorial optimization problems
[5, 43], e.g., number partitioning [2, 3], could be explored
by positioning individual spins to specify their interac-
tions. Extensions of our scheme will allow for engineer-
ing a wider range of non-local graphs [23], enabling exotic
long-range interactions that can stabilize topological or-
der [23] or mimic toy models of quantum gravity [44].
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